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The CHEESE CLUB OF THE PHILIPPINES wishes to remind all members and guests that the Dress Code for 
all functions in the Main Lounge precludes the wearing of

Jeans (or denim of any color) • Collarless shirts for men • Flip flops or rubber shoes • Sports shoes of any kind
Improperly attired attendees will not be admitted.Members are responsible for ensuring their guests adhere 
to the Dress Code.  The Board of Trustees sincerely appreciates your kind understanding in this matter.

Christmas
December 4

6:30pm | Main Lounge, Manila Polo Club

session
featuring the Best of the Best

of this year’s cheeses and wines!

roast turkey, English ham and lamb!plus

Guest Fee is P1,700*.  To ensure that we are able to cater to the correct amount of guests, we 
would appreciate receiving your confirmation no later than Monday, December 2.  Please send your 
confirmations to Raquel Romero <ccp@worldexco.com> or call 855 8341 or 0915 665 2965.  

TO AVOID THE LONG QUEUE AT REGISTRATION, WE STRONGLY ENCOURAGE YOU 
TO PAY YOUR GUEST FEES IN ADVANCE via bank deposit at UNIONBANK Current Account 
#000350022409.  Cheques must be made to THE CHEESE CLUB OF THE PHILIPPINES.
E-mail your deposit slip with your name and guest/s name/s to ccp@worldexco.com.

*On behalf of its members, the Cheese Club of the Philippines is donating Php 100,000 to the typhoon 
relief effort, and in addition, Php 100 from every Guest Fee collected will go to a fund for the survivors 

of Typhoon Haiyan*

 • BRIE DE MEAUX • BUCHETTE BASILIC  • BURRATA • CAMBOZOLA • GORGONZOLA • KOKOS® 
COCONUT CHEESE • LA ROULÉ GARLIC & HERBS • MANCHEGO • MUNSTER • NATURALLY 

SMOKED GOUDA • PECORINO • REBLOCHON • REYPENAER • ROUY • STILTON • TALEGGIO •
ON THE RACLETTE: EMMENTAL • FONTINA • PROVOLONE DOLCE

Beringer California Chardonnay 2012 • Ceviche Sauvignon Blanc 2011 Central Coast • Chateau St. Jean Chardonnay 2011 Sonoma 
County • Dourthe No. 1 Blanc • Gewurztraminer 2010 - René Mure • Kim Crawford Sauvignon Blanc • Mandolas Dry Tokaji • 

Penfold’s Rawson’s Retreat Semillion Chardonnay • Petit Chablis 2011 - Gérard Tremblay • Sancerre Aoc 2011 – Les Belles Vignes-
Fournier  Père Et Fils • Simonsig Chenin Blanc • Xarel.lo • Beringer Founders’ Estate Cabernet Sauvignon 2010 • Cerro Añon Crianza 

• Château De La Chaize 2009 – Brouilly • Château La Chapelle Monrepos 2008 – Côtes De Castillon • Frescobaldi  Nipozzano 
Riserva Sangiovese - Cabernet Sauvignon - Merlot • Nekeas El Chaparral De Vega Sindoa • Ondarre Reserva Magnum • Saint 

Joseph 2010 – P.ferraud & Fils • St. Francis Claret 2010 Sonoma County • Sta. Rita Medalla Real  Cabernet Sauvignon • Valdivieso 
Single Vineyard Cabernet Franc 2007 • William Hardy Shiraz • Fortant De France Merlot Rose 2011 • Marqués De Cáceres Rosé • 

Woodbridge White Zinfandel • Charles Ninot Sparkling Brut • Cremant De Bourgogne “Blanc De Blancs” – Ferraud & Fils • Valdivieso 
Moscato Demi Sec • Ondarre Millenium
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many milks, many cheeses 
Every milk speaks of a place, of an animal, of what that 
animal ate. So when milk is turned into cheese, these 
characteristics are transferred into the final product, a 
product that tells the story of a place and its distinctive 
nature, for better or worse. 

There are around 2,000 types of cheese in the world, 
some ancient and some modern, differentiated by the type 
of milk or the production and aging techniques used. 

Cheeses are classified first of 
all by the type of milk (cow, 
sheep, goat, buffalo or mixed). 
Then the milk might be raw, 
heat-treated or pasteurized 
(link to types of milk), and 
whole, semi-skimmed or 
skimmed, or cream, whey or 
buttermilk. 

Next comes the processing technique. The level of 
cooking the curd can vary greatly. 
If the curd is cooked at a 
temperature above the curdling 
temperature (around 37-38°C/98-
100°F), then the cheese is defined 
as cooked curd (over 48°C/118°F). 
Examples include Grana, 
Parmesan and Emmenthal. If the 
temperature does not go over 
48°C/118°F, then the cheese is 
defined as semi-cooked curd (like 

Fontina and Asiago). Raw-curd cheeses, like crescenza, 
Gorgonzola and Taleggio, are not heated. Finally there are 
stretched-curd cheeses, like mozzarella, where the curd is 
stretched in hot water at 80-90°C/176-194°F. 
Another difference comes from how the curd is worked. 
It can be stretched (mozzarella), aged (Cheddar), veined 
(Gorgonzola) or processed. 

The fat content of cheeses can vary greatly. Cheeses 
are defined as full-fat if the fat content is over 42 percent, 
medium-fat if it is between 20 and 42 percent and low-fat 
if it is below 20 percent. The fat content depends mostly 
on the original milk (whole or semi- or fully skimmed, or 
whey) and the possible addition of cream. For example, 
Parmesan is made from semi-skimmed milk while ricotta 
is made from whey.

Cheeses are then divided 
according to their texture 
into fresh and soft cheeses, 
with water content 
between 45 and 70 
percent; semi-hard 
cheeses with water 
content between 40 and 

45 percent and hard and aged cheeses with a water content 
below 40 percent.

The length of aging is a major factor in defining the final 
cheese. Some fresh 
cheeses are not aged at 
all, and are consumed a 
few days after production 
(like mozzarella and 
ricotta). Other cheeses 
are aged for no more 
than 20 to 40 days, like 
Taleggio. Medium-aged 
cheeses like Fontina and 
some pressed cheeses 
(Cheddar, Salers) do 
not age for more than 
six months. Slowly aged 
cheeses like Parmesan 
and Emmenthal age for more than six months. Finally 
cheeses are distinguished by the type of rind, which can 
be nonexistent, as with fresh cheeses; artificial (wax); or 
natural (formed naturally during aging). 

The natural rind can be washed or mold-ripened. Mold-
ripening produces the classic white rind of cheeses like 
Brie, which forms during aging because of the addition 
of selected Penicillium molds. Washed-rind cheeses are 
constantly washed and brushed to remove molds and 
encourage the formation of certain bacteria that help 
aging. 

These categories are very general, and cheesemakers 
throughout history and around the world have created 
unique cheeses, the result of their creativity and the 
resources available. This is where the real wealth and 
biodiversity of cheeses lies.

For the full article on The Diversity of Milk, visit Slow Food®  http://www.slowfood.com/slowcheese/eng/15/many-milks-many-cheeses
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NOVEMBER 
S E S S I O N 
R E P O R T

CARINTHIA
S’PELZALE - A soft cheese with noble mold, which 
must not fear comparison with its French origins. 
Camembert not only tastes good with bread, but also 
simply with a glass of wine. It comes from a small farm 
where each cheese is hand-made to perfection.
Origin:  DAIRY WUNDERHOF | Förolach, Carinthia

LOWER AUSTRIA
SCHAFKÄSERÖLLCHEN MIT ASCHE Cheese 
Logs with Ash -  Sheep’s fresh farmer´s cheese coated 
in plant ash, tastes slightly aromatic and is always a 
treat.

SCHAFKÄSERÖLLCHEN MIT BLÜTEN Cheese Logs 
with Flowers - Herbs and blossoms give the sheep cheese logs 
a nutty, floral note and are both a culinary pleasure as well as a 
visual eye-catcher on any buffet.

SCHAFKÄSERÖLLCHEN MIT PFEFFER Cheese Logs 
with Pepper - This fresh farmer´s cheese creation is above all 
distinguished by its fine and creamy character. This slightly 
tangy fresh farmer´s cheese with the delectable goat’s milk 
aroma harmonizes perfectly with the protective spicy pepper 
shell that gives it a bit of spice.

SCHAFKÄSERÖLLCHEN MIT WILDKRÄUTER 
Cheese Logs with Wild Herbs - This goat cream cheese creation 
is above all distinguished by its fine and creamy character. 
This mildly acidic cream cheese with the delectable goat’s milk 
aroma harmonizes excellently with the select wild herbs that 
gives it a delicately spiced note.
Origin: KÄSEMACHER | Vitis, Lower Austria

KRACHER - The qualities of an extraordinary Styrian blue 
cheese and those of an outstanding sweet wine were combined 
to create a cheese defying all categorizations and marrying 
these contrasts into an unexpected harmony of sensations.

ÖSTERKRON - The role model for Österkron was the Italian 
Gorgonzola, which is the most famous green veined cheese in 
the world. Österkron is made from milk coming from Alpine 
regions. The full flavor of this milk and the intense aroma from 
the green mold are the basis for this fine cheese specialty.  
Österkron is highly adequate as dessert. But also fine sauces 
for pasta or steaks can be made with Österkron. Its delicious 
taste can also go with damped vegetables, sandwiches or fruits.

AUSTRIANcheeses
SCHÄRDINGER RAHM-BRIE - Schärdinger cream brie 
has been manufactured from the best Austrian milk since 1965. 
It is a soft cheese with a fine, white covering of mold, a delicate, 
smooth creamy yellow texture and a mildly aromatic flavor.  It 
is only available in wheels from the gourmet cheese counter.  
Schärdinger cream brie is a wine cheese specialty that is the 
center of any cheese platter, ideal for snacking and the perfect 
way to end a fine meal - garnished with fruit, for instance.
Origin: BERGLANDMILCH eGen | Wels, Lower Austria

SALZBURG
BIO-FREIECKER Soft cheese with blue mold - The 
Freiecker is a 7 month old blue cheese that reflects its 
character of age, maturity and perfection in taste and 
consistency. Due to its sophisticated production and 
maturity it is comparable to the almost inaccessible 
summit of the 2308m high mountain Freieck.
Origin: BIOHOFKÄSEREI FÜRSTENHOF | Kuchl, 
Salzburg

STYRIA
KECKE STEIRAMADL - This white soft cheese 
with french ash from beech wood is hand-made after 
a traditional recipe. The milk comes from an award-
winning alpine dairy.
Origin: MILCHHOF WURZINGER | Fehring, Styria

BIO-AFFINEUR ROTE TRAUBE - Young ripened soft 
cheese meets an organic Beilschmidt Zweigelt wine from 
Burgenland and grape juice. After a few days of rest the surface 
is rubbed in with de-stemmed basil which gives it subtle flavors 
of spice.
Origin:  HOFKÄSEREI DEUTSCHMANN GBR | Frauental, Styria

TYROL
CONTESSA PAOLA - The soft cheese made from 
the best East Tyrolean Alpine milk is characterized by 
a delicate, finely bitter taste. The cheese has a pale 
yellow color and has slight holes. The subtle, mild 
flavor of this soft cheese is obtained by the manual 
production and treatment with special cheese and 
white mold cultures.
Origin: TIROLMILCH | Wörgl, Tyrol

COW’S MILK GOAT’S MILK SHEEP’S MILK
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FEINSPITZ - This award-winning soft cheese which is made 
to camembert is produced by a modern but traditional organic 
farmer family that has been producing cheese since 1783. The 
milk for the cheeses comes from the beautiful alpine region of 
Tyrol.

LAUCHSPITZ - This award-winning soft cheese with leek is 
produced by a modern but traditional organic farmer family 
that has been producing cheese since 1783.  The milk for the 
cheeses comes from the beautiful alpine region of Tyrol.
Origin: ERBHOF SCHWOICHERBAUER | Wörgl, Tyrol

ZIEGENCAMEMBERT Goat Camembert - A must for any 
cheese lover.  Its fine and mild character enchants from the first 
bite, and the variety of combination possibilities are endless.

ZILLERTALER GRAUKÄSE - After a 3-day aging period, its 
characteristic white to yellowish color can be recognized. Since 
it is made from warm mature raw skim milk this low-fat cheese 
is ideal for those who want to keep healthy.
Origin:  SENNEREI ZILLERTAL | Mayrhofen, Tyrol

UPPER AUSTRIA
BIO PAULUS - A mild-tasting soft cheese matured 
with red culture and light white mold on the surface. 
Organic milk from the Upper Austrian Alpine foothills 
is exclusively used for the production of this cheese.
Origin: KÄSEREI STIFT SCHLIERBACH | Schlierbach, 
Upper Austria

VORARLBERG
BERGBAUER - A handcrafted semi soft cheese 
made fresh daily with hay milk of high cream quality. 
During its maturity, the white noble mold fine, mellow 
taste arises. The secret of the best cheese lays in the 
use of pure hay milk. The cheese masters make it 
their priority to produce not only good cheese but 
exceptional products.
Origin: KÄSEREBELLEN | Sulzberg, Vorarlberg

BERGKÄSE HITTESAU - From the alpine regions of 
Hittisau in Vorarlberg comes this tasty, typical and traditional 
hard cheese which has ripened for 6 months. The dairy has 
won countless awards for this cheese in the past.
Origin: SENNEREI HITTISAU | Hittisau, Vorarlberg

DIE FRECHE MUH ROT - Made from 100% pasteurized 
cow’s milk, this soft and delicate cheese is rounded up by a red 
smear making it mild but flavorful and tasty. The milk for the 
cheese originates from the Bregenzerwald region of Vorarlberg 
and has been being made for 20 years.
Origin: METZLER KÄSE - MOLKE GmbH | Bregenzerwald, 
Vorarlberg

KRÄUTERSCHATZ Semi hard cheese with herbs - 
Produced in local dairies in Vorarlberg following very old 
traditions of cheese-making. The special treatment of the rind 
with 8 different herbs makes this cheese unique and gives it its 
irresistible taste.
Origin: PRIVATKÄSEREI RUPP | Hörbranz, Vorarlberg

WÄLDAR EDELZIEGE KRÄUTER - This goat milk 
cheese is mixed with a special herb combination that gives it its 
characteristic flavor and feel. The milk for the cheese originates 
from the Bregenzerwald region of Vorarlberg and has been 
being made for 20 years.
Origin: Metzler Käse - MOLKE GmbH | Bregenzerwald, 
Vorarlberg

wines
attendance
126 Members
107 Guests

233

[BRUMMS] La Umbra 2011 Merlot • Weingut Gernot Heinrich 2010 Blaufrankisch / 2010 Zweigelt 
• Weingut Loimer 2007 Langenlois Terrassen Pinot Noir [JANISSA] Costieres de Nimes Chateau 
Guiot Rouge • La Cloche du Grand Roc • Vieux Chateau Renaissance Rouge • Yves Borie Cab Sauv 
• Yves Borie Merlot [WERDENBERG] Chateau de Trousse 2010 (Blaye Cotes de Bordeaux, France) 
• Chateau Perenne 2009 (Cru Bourgeois, Premieres Cotes de Blaye, France) • Durius Cosecha 
2009, Hacienda Abascal (Ribera del Duero, Spain) • Saint Jacques de Siran 2009 (Bordeaux 
Superieur, France)  

[BRUMMS] Gunderloch Balbach 2011 Balbach Estate Riverside Riesling Qba • La Umbra 2011 Pinot 
Grigio • Weingut Wieninger 2011 Gruner Veltliner Nussberg / 2011 Gruner Veltliner Wiener Berge  
[WERNENBERG] Bordeaux Sauvignon 2009, Dulong (Bordeaux, France) • Fendant Blanc d’Amour 
2011 (Switzerland) • Gewurztraminer 2011, Gustave Lorentz (Alsace, France)

[WERDENBERG] Chardonnay Brut, Charles de Fere (France)

BRUMMS QUALITY WINES, INC.
#5 Julieta Circle, Horseshoe Village, 
Quezon City, Philippines 
+63.2.723.7139 (telefax), +63.2.723.8712, 
+63.2.724.5211
sales@brumms.com.ph 
www.brumms.com.ph

JANISSA BUSINESS VENTURES, INC.
Bldg 1A,685B Tandang Sora Avenue, 
Quezon City
Phone: 02 983 7742
Fax:  02 453 2026

WERDENBERG
Santi’s, 7431 Yakal Street, San Antonio 
Village, Makati City
Phone: 02 840 3771 to 82
Fax: 02 817 1217
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STEVEN DEJAGER
Steve is Belgian, single and is again a welcome addition as we 
can look forward to his being a member of long-standing if he 
stays a number of years in the country as he a young man of 
only 27 years.
Steve is the Key Accounts Manager of Nestle Philippines.
He has always had a passion for fine dining and is very 
enthusiastic about tasting good cheese and wine.  He mentioned 
that at a very young age, his father and grandparents as most 
Belgians do to their children. introduced him to various types 
of cheeses and wine.  Therefore, he was very pleased when he 
was invited to a session as aside from the excellent cheeses and 
wines served for taste-testing, he looks forward to meeting 
interesting individuals and making new friends.  Personal 
interests are triathlon, running, cycling, swimming, skateboard, 
reaing, movies and travelling, to name a few. 
Steve is a member of the Belgian-Filipino Business Club, 
Internations, Dinnernations and the Catholic University of 
Louvain Alumni Network.
His Proposer is Bernard Flour and his Seconder, Monette 
Vicencio.

LAUREN JENNINGS
Lauren is an American and is single, a pleasant addition to the 
membership of the Cheese Club of the Philippines.  We always 
like welcoming young blood to the Club as we like to think that 
in a way, ensures its continuity. 
She works with the American Chamber of the Philippines as a 
Project Manager on an internship basis.  A very engaging young 
lady, Lauren is well-travelled and has diverse interests.  She is 
into anthropology, African studies, Middle-Easter studies, 
scuba diving, horse riding and experimenting with new foods, 
amongst others.
She says that she’s been a guest at our sessions countless times;  
she had a blast each time so to her, it made more sense to apply 
for membership.  She’s passionate about cheese and loves to 
sample different cheeses and wine.  She also likes mingling with 
the guests and members, who she finds quite interesting.
Incidentally, Lauren is as physically attractive and as nice as her 
parents, Rhicke and Lisa Jennings, who as most must know, are 
already members of our Club.
Her Proposer is Robert Sears and her Seconder is Lisa Jennings.

welcomenew 
members

FRANK NUMANN
Frank is Dutch and is married to Bernadette Lopez, a Filipino.  
He owns his own company which does consultancy work in 
apprehending bribery and corruption within and outside 
different companies, associations, organizations, etc.
He worked with Shell for a long time and travelled the world 
extensively as its Global Ethics Compliance Officer.   As serious 
as the job sounds, according to his proposer, he has a keen 
sense of humour.
Being Dutch, he know his cheeses and is also knowledgeable 
about good wine. He, therefore, enjoyed being invited as a guest 
at our sessions.  He also discovered that he had many friends 
who are members and likewise, enjoyed making new ones who 
had similar backgrounds and interests.  This made him decide 
to apply for membership.  Frank & Bernadette enjoy music, 
travel and getting together with their friends.
Frank’s Proposer is Richard Cork and his Seconder,  Annabelle 
Cork.

ESTRELLA MELHUISH
& STEPHAN GRANROTH
They are the new applicants who wish to apply for 
membership to our club.  They will soon be interviewed by the 
Membership Committee and will be presented to the general 
membership for any feedback.  The Membership Committee 
will appreciate and welcome comments from club members, 
which may be of additional help to the Committee in its final 
deliberation and recommendation to the Board of Trustees.

n e w 
appl icants
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President CHRIS Ward
 cjward47@yahoo.com

Vice President ERIC Kahn
 federicokahn@gmail.com

Treasurer TONY Compton
 tony@aletheia-group.com

Corporate Secretary EVELYN Mendiola
 evelynmendiola@gmail.com

Directors STUART Haslam
 beachbum@pldtdsl.net

 ALOU Santos
 alou_santos@yahoo.com

 NOEL Vicencio
 noelgvicencio@yahoo.com.ph

Cheese Master KATRINA Kuhn-Alcantara
Asst. Cheese Master EARL Navarro

Wine Master ERIC Kahn
Asst. Wine Master NOEL Vicencio

Membership Committee EVELYN Mendiola, Chair
 DICK Cork, Vice-Chair

Members PAMELA Forshage
 ROBERT Jenkins
 LISSA Jennings
 ALOU Santos
 MONETTE Vicencio

Head of Secretariat STUART Haslam
 beachbum@pldtdsl.net

Secretariat RAQUEL Romero
 ccp@worldexco.com

MEMBERS of the BOARD, 2013

r e m i n d e r s

2 0 1 4
sess ions

d e c e m b e r
s e s s i o n 
registration

We are happy to inform you that there will be no increase in the Cheese Club membership 
fees for 2014.
Early Bird Rate P 10,500.00 (if paid in full by December 4, 2013)
Regular annual fee: P 11,600.00 (must be paid by January 2014)
Members who will not be renewing their membership are requested to inform the 
secretariat via ccp@worldexco.com.  Please feel free to contact the CCP Secretariat if you 
have any questions or need additional information.
Members who wish to pay their annual fee at the December session may do so at the 
Members’ Registration Table.

Registered guests whose fees have been pre-paid should proceed to the table labeled PRE-
PAID to claim their guest badges.
Registered guests whose fees will be paid at the session should proceed to the table labeled 
ON-SITE PAYMENT to pay for and claim their guest badges.
The Cheese Club has over a very long period required advance bookings for attendance at 
its events - this usually being the Monday prior to the event. For the Christmas function 
this Wednesday we already are at 300 attendees and given the policy of requiring advance 
booking, the Board wishes to advise that it will strictly enforce the “No Admission” policy 
if Members or Guests are not pre booked. We thank you for your understanding on this 
important matter.

15 January 05 February
05 March 02 April
07 May 04 June
02 July 06 August
03 September 01 October
05 November  03 December


